PONS

The editor holds the games. The antic games only for those who are ready to fight for the victory or die in front of the audience.

The performance for exacting clients which brings you down among the veterans of the arena, into the fight for pons and the eternal glory.

Expensively staged gladiatorial show of international fame which achieved the success not only all over the Czech Republic but in many countries abroad as well.

The project TAVRVS Familia Gladiatoria is the only one in Europe which is based on the exact replicas of gladiatorial equipment found in Pompeii.
**Requirements:**

**Facilities -** dressing room, a place for stage properties storage

**Space -** The atypical space is required due to the settings and dimensions of the pons (see the image)

**Sound -** shall be agreed, we are able to deliver it
- 220 V required

**Pons** itself is the massive self-supporting steel construction which can be used for subsequent performances (e.g. shows, presentations)
"Give people bread and games and they shall love you"

(Juvenalis, Satyr 10.81)